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ABSTRACT
Novel diffractive optical elements (DOE) with multifunctionality in polarization or color are reviewed. We
review three technological approaches for construction of such DOEs with multifunctionality in
polarization: the two-substrate birefringent computer generated hologram (BCGH), the multiple order delay
BCGH, and the form birefringent computer generated hologram (FBCGH) approaches. We also discuss the
accurate design of such DOEs enabled by our modeling tools based on rigorous coupled wave analysis.
Microfabrication techniques developed for realization of these three types of polarization selective DOEs are
described. The developed DOEs with multifunctionality in polarization or color are used to package a 3-D
optoelectronic VLSI chip, a transparent optical multistage interconnection network, and a wavelength
division demultiplexer, providing mechanical and thermal stability, light efficiency, reduced volume,
weight, and cost, and increased reliability.

1. INTRODUCTION

Diffractive optical elements (DOE's) have proven useful in a wide range of applications including
data storage1, displays2, optical interconnection networks3, and optoelectronic system packaging4.
For many applications such DOEs are designed using computer generated holography (CGH) and
fabricated as multi-level phase kinoforms leveraging well established microfabrication technology
developed for microelectronics. Many of these applications will benefit from DOEs that can
perform different functions depending on the different degrees of freedom of the electromagnetic
wave, such as polarization and color, allowing more efficient volume utilization. For example,
consider a polarization selective CGH, i.e., a general purpose DOE that utilizes polarization as a
degree of freedom to encode more information into the same optical element5 . Such element
provides independent impulse responses for the two orthogonal linear polarizations of light. The
conventional method to achieve such dual functionality in a free-space optical system requires
polarization beam splitters to separate the incident beam into separate spatial paths for each
polarization, two different sets of DOEs and optics to compensate for the free-space propagation, and
finally a polarization beam splitter to combine the two spatial path at the output (see Fig. 1). Such
implementation will result in a bulky and complex optical system imposing stringent alignment
tolerance requirements, mechanical and thermal stability in a large volume, etc.

The main objective of multifunctional diffractive optics is to combine the functionality of bulky
optical systems into a single DOE, removing most of the system alignment procedures, improving the
light efficiency, significantly reducing the volume and the weight, and miniaturizing the system. For
example, in an optical disk readout system, a polarization selective CGH element can separate the s-
polarized input beam from the p-polarized output beams. Therefore, it can be used to replace a pair
of conventional polarization insensitive DOEs and a polarization beam splitter cube, (which are
currently used in some compact disc (CD) players6,) to make the optical head more compact, lighter,
and less complex. Our approach combines these three components into a single element and may
yield a higher alignment/tracking speed, a more reliable readout system, and a lower system cost.
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Free-space optical systems employing multifunctional DOEs are expected to outperform systems
packaged with conventional techniques in terms of mechanical and thermal stability, light efficiency,
volume, weight, reliability, and cost.

Fig. 1 A polarization selective DOE collapses the functionality of a bulky free-space optical system
into a compact optical element.

Conventional DOEs made of isotropic dielectric materials with relatively large features are insensitive
to polarization. Specially designed DOEs made of metallic or dielectric gratings with their period
slightly less than or comparable to the wavelength of light can be made sensitive to the light
polarization, but they will exhibit losses due to absorption or diffraction7. Construction of a general
purpose high efficiency DOE with multifunctionality in polarization or color will require the
availability of additional degrees of freedom for the element design and fabrication. In the next
section we will review three technological approaches for construction of DOEs with
multifunctionality in polarization: the two-substrate birefringent CGH (BCGH), the multiple order
delay (MOD) BCGH, and the form birefringent CGH (FBCGH) approaches. Section 2 will also
discuss the accurate design of such DOEs enabled by our modeling tools based on rigorous coupled
wave analysis. Section 3 will summarize the microfabrication techniques developed for realization of
these three types of polarization selective DOEs. Applications of this technology in image
processing, packaging a 3-D optoelectronic VLSI chip, constructing a transparent optical multistage
interconnection network (TOMIN), and building a wavelength division demultiplexer will be
described in Section 4, followed by the summary and conclusions in Section 5.

2. DESIGN AND MODELING OF MULTIFUNCTIONAL DOEs

To make a diffractive optical element with independent and arbitrary impulse responses for two
orthogonal linear polarizations, the element must implement two independent phase functions. We
developed three different approaches to construct such multifunctional DOEs. Rigorous coupled
wave analysis (RCWA) is also applied to the these elements to accurately model performance.

2.1 Two substrate approach
If we fabricate a conventional CGH in a birefringent substrate, we could etch the substrate to obtain
the correct phase delay for only one of the two possible independent input polarizations. The
hologram "seen" by the orthogonal polarization would generally be incorrect. We therefore
introduce a second phase only CGH fabricated in a different substrate and place the two surface relief
patterns in contact as shown in Fig. 28. If the gap between the two substrates and the etch depths are
considerably smaller than the feature size, then the two surface profiles can be treated as if they are
lying in the same optical plane. These two surface relief patterns give us two degrees of freedom, the
independent etch depths dj and d2, to satisfy the two requirements of the relative phase difference
among every pixel and phase difference between the two orthogonal polarizations inside each pixel.
In general, the two substrates can be made of two different birefringent crystals. The gap media can
also be birefringent (i.e., liquid crystal) but would normally be isotropic (i.e., air).
Fig. 2 shows a single pixel of a two substrate BCGH. Three special cases of the general BCGH
configurations that provide the needed degrees of freedom include: (i) an isotropic gap between a
birefringent and an isotropic substrate, (ii) an isotropic gap between two different birefringent
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suustrates anu (lii) a irerringent gap meuium between two airrerent nirerringent suDstrates. in our
experiments we choose to make the BCGH using an isotropic gap medium of index ng between two
substrates made of same uniaxial material but with crystal axes rotated by 900 with respect to each
other. With this approach we can fabricate both substrates simultaneously with a total number of
2logN different binary masks and etch steps.

If the refractive index of the gap material, flg. matches one of the two indices, e.g., n, then the surface
relief 'disappeares" for ordinary polarization at the first substrate and for extraordinary polarization
at the second substrate. Using this approach, a high performance BCGH element made of calcite was
recently demonstrated9. The advantages of this approach are: (i) no accurate alignment is required
between the two diffractive surfaces and (ii) the etch depth accuracy requirement is greatly reduced
because the phase delay caused by etched pixels are less than 2it.

SUBSTRATE I GAl' SUBSTRATE 2

2, .

_—._—-—__——-—---'—-_..4 (I)
0 C<I III>

Ji (1:

Fig. 2 The geometry of a single pixel in a two substrate BCGH.

2.2 Multiple order delay BCGH
An alternative approach to achieve polarization selectivity is based on multiple periods of phase
delays using a single birefringent substrate (also called modular 2mit), as first proposed in [8] and
later in [10]. Such an approach may reduce the cost and simplify the fabrication process of
polarization selective diffractive optical elements. The required etch depth is deeper than that in a
normal DOE. We call such elements multiple order delay (MOD) holograms. Considering a surface
relief microstructure fabricated on a birefringent substrate with optic axis parallel to the surface of the
substrate, we can find the corresponding phase delays caused by the surface relief compared to an
unetched pixel for the ordinary and extraordinary polarized waves, yielding

k0(n0n)d2pit+t0, (I)
k0(fle —n)d = 2qm-t-

where 0+2p1t and --2qir are the phase delays exhibited by ordinary and extraordinary waves k0
is the wave-vector of the incident wave in vacuum, no and e are the refractive indices for ordinary
and extraordinary polarized light, respectively. t is the refractive index of the material surrounding
the microstructure, p and q are integers corresponding to the multiple periods of phase delays
exhibited by the ordinary and extraordinary polarized light. In general, Eqs. (I) do not have a
unique accurate solution for d if o and 1e are arbitrarily specified design values unless the
refractive indexes n0 and e can be controlled in every pixel of the diffractive element as for form
hirefringent artificial dielectric nanostructures11. However, for our design with a homogeneous
birefringent substrate with constant values of n0 and e, there exist approximate solutions for d when
the values of integers p and q are arbitrarily large such that

k0(n0 —l)d = 2pt+i0 +ö1
ko(ne)d2qit+e+q

(2)

are satisfied. In Eq. (2), S and Sq are small numbers introduced to account for the errors and air is
assumed to be the material surrounding the microstructure, nt=l. If the errors introduced by the
approximation (i.e., XS/21c(no- I) and XSq/2(ne- I)) are much smaller than the phase steps and
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respectively, we consider this to be a valid approximate solution to Eqs. (1). With this approach, it is
possible to apply an arbitrary phase with some specified accuracy to each pixel at each polarization.
Therefore, independent multilevel phase holograms can be implemented for the two polarizations. In
this approach, the two degrees of freedom come from the etch depth d and the multiple phase delay
orders p and q.
The ideal substrate material for this application should have large birefringence to assure that the
required etch depth d can be fabricated with high accuracy. We used x-cut yttrium orthovanadate
(YVO4) grown by CASIX, Inc. as the birefringent substrate. The refractive indices are n0 =2.0239
and ne 2.2600 at 0.5145 jim wavelength. We can find all the possible combinations of Ic and '1e
necessary for construction of a binary phase level MOD BCGH12. Approximation errors are
controlled within 5% for all cases. Two distinct etches are needed to construct a binary phase level
MOD BCGH.
Color selective CGH: Using the same approach as the MOD BCGH, a wavelength selective CGH was
demonstrated using regular BK7 glass13. For color selective CGH we use the substrate's color
dispersion degree of freedom as opposed to the polarization dispersion (i.e., birefringence) degree of
freedom in the MOD BCGH. The element is constructed to transmit 1 .3iim light straight and deflect
1 .55j.tm light at an angle. The first order efficiency of the fabricated element was measured to be
39% with a 30:1 contrast ratio.

2.3 Form birefringent computer generated holograms (FBCGH)
BCGHs described above utilize birefringence of the substrates to make the element sensitive to the
polarization of light. Another new approach is to create a form birefringent nanostructure and
modulate the refractive index and the birefringence at each pixel of the BCGH.

Fig. 3 Design of a form birefringent CGH: one period in a binary phase level FBCGH.

Artificial dielectric materials have been used to construct polarization insensitive14 and polarization
sensitive DOEs15 . We designed, fabricated, and experimentally evaluated a binary phase level BCGH
element using a form birefringent structure fabricated on bulk GaAs substrate (or form birefringent
CGH, FBCGH). The element is designed to transmit TE polarized light straight and deflect TM
polarized light at an angle. This is a simplified case of the general FBCGH element.

Fig. 3 shows a single period of a FBCGH element. In this period, one pixel consists of a high
spatial frequency grating (HSFG) and the other pixel is just the substrate material. The HSFG does
not introduce propagating diffraction orders other than the zero order due to its subwavelength
nature. The diffractive structure, on the other hand, introduces many diffraction orders. When the
wavelength is much larger than the period of the HSFG, second order effective medium theory
(EMT) can be used to calculate the effective indices with high accuracy. The effective indices for TE
and TM polarizations are functions of fill-factor and period of the HSFG. The two degrees of
freedom needed to encode two phase functions come from the etch depth d and the controllable
effective indices for the two orthogonal polarizations. The effective indices can be found using
second order EMT. The design obtained using EMT and geometric optics approximation was also
verified using RCWA. The two designs were found to be in good agreement.

2.4 Accurate modeling using rigorous coupled wave analysis
Designs of multifunctional DOEs described above are based on scalar theory. However, studies show
that for a conventional polarization insensitive DOE, when the feature size is 14 times less than the
wavelength, scalar theory designs and actually fabricated devices differ in diffraction efficiency
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performance by more than 5% 16• In these cases, rigorous theory has to be applied in order to get
more accurate prediction. Moreover, we found that for a two substrate BCGH element, this criteria on
the validity of scalar theory extends to features which are 32 times less than the wavelength. When
modeling FBCGH elements, rigorous theory becomes essential especially when the period of the
diffractive element is comparable to the wavelength of the incident light.

We have applied rigorous coupled wave analysis17 to the two substrate BCGH elements as well as to
FBCGH elements. The modeling results obtained from rigorous theory show that small fabrication
error in the two substrate BCGH elements may cause a large efficiency degradation. The rigorous
simulation results also indicated that inter-pixel crosstalk inside a two substrate BCGH caused by deep
etch depth and high substrate reflectivity degrades the performance significantly.

D.65
C) i2) 0.75

Grating Depth (tm)

Fig 4. Performance of a binary phase level FBCGH modeled by RCWA.

Applying RCWA to FBCGH elements, we found that the scalar theory (i.e., EMT) can be used to
design FBCGH elements accurately, provided that the period of the form birefringent structure is less
than 1/n of the wavelength, where n is the refractive index of the substrate material. Fig. 4 illustrates
the diffraction efficiency of a binary phase level FBCGH as a function of the high frequency grating
depth. This simulation result obtained using RCWA shows that the scalar design (depth marked by
the vertical line) is ideal to achieve good performances for both polarizations. However, the rigorous
coupled wave analysis also shows that a different design can be made to further increase the
diffraction efficiency for the TM polarization.

3. FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF MULTIFUNCTIONAL DOEs

These multifunctional DOEs were fabricated using standard microelectronic fabrication technologies.
The two substrate BCGH elements and MOD BCGH elements were fabricated similarly: electron beam
(E-beam) lithography defines mask patterns, microlithography transfers the pattern into photoresists
which are used as etching masks, the surface relief patterns are obtained using ion beam etching with
VEECO's microetch system. The argon ions are accelerated at 750V and the beam current is
1 .3mA/cm2. FBCGH elements were fabricated with a slightly modified approach as discussed below.

3.1 Two substrate BCGH
We used LiNbO3 as the birefringent substrate to make two substrate BCGH elements. After the
surface relieves were etched, the two substrate BCGH elements require an additional assembly process
to align and bond the two diffractive structures. This assembly process needs to satisfy the following
alignment constraints: (i) parallelism between the two substrates, (ii) minimal separation between the
two substrates and (iii) accurate lateral and rotational alignment control between the two diffractive
surfaces. We have considered and used two methods. The first method uses existing equipment, such
as a standard microlithography mask aligner or a flip-chip bonder; the second method uses an in-situ
optical alignment/testing setup constructed on an optical benchtop. We found that the first approach
provided a more accurate assembly results.

U
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U
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C
U u.2

0.0

0.60
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Tin =
Intensity at n - th diffraction order•

Total transmitted intensity

Intensity at the orthogonal polarization

(3)

(4)
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Different holograms were designed and tabricated as binary or muhti-pflase levels. All 01 the
fabricated elements were experimentally evaluated at the designed wavelength in terms of diffraction
efficiencies and polarization (or color) contrast ratios (PCRs) at the designed diffraction orders. The
diffraction efficiency of the n-th diffraction order is defined as the ratio between the output intensity
measured at this order and the total diffracted energy,

This definition excludes the reflection loss from all the surfaces and is more accurate in evaluating
the performance of a BCGH element. Diffraction efficiency depends mainly on the number of phase
quantization levels, but is also affected by the grating period. The PCR is defined as the ratio of
intensities measured in the two orthogonal polarizations at the same diffraction order,

PCR =
Intensity at desired linear polarization

The best diffraction efficiency achieved by a fabricated binary phase level BCGH element was
measured to be 25% and the highest PCR was better than 40:1. For four-phase-level BCGH elements,
these performance characteristics increased to about 60% and 100:1. These efficiencies were
significantly less than the theoretical maximum first order efficiency of 40.5% for a binary phase
grating and 80.5% for a four-phase-level DOE predicted by the scalar diffraction theory. This
mismatch is caused by various fabrication errors and inter-pixel crosstalk. With the index matched
gap material, a binary phase element demonstrated 40.5% efficiency and over 400:1 PCR3. To
reduce the reflection loss as well as the inter-pixel crosstalk inside a two substrate BCGH element, we
coated both sides of the LiNbO3 substrate with antireflection coating. The reflection loss was reduced
from 50% to less than 2%
3.2 MOD elements
YVO4 is the birefringent substrate that we used to fabricate MOD BCGH elements. Due to the
multiple order phase delay, the etch depth accuracy required to achieve high efficiency and large
PCR is higher than that of a conventional DOE. We made binary phase MOD elements with 39%
measured 1st order diffraction efficiency and 80:1 PCR. The MOD-based color CGH fabricated in a
BK-7 substrate, the first order efficiency was measured to be 39% with a 30:1 contrast ratio.

Fig. 5 SEM micrograph of the fabricated binary phase level FBCGH.

3.3 FBCGH
We used a (100) cut GaAs substrate to fabricate a diffractive structure using E-beam lithography and
dry etching techniques'8 The pattern was defined using E-beam direct write into PMMA. This
pattern was transferred into the GaAs substrate using a three layer process with the aid of ion beam
etching, reactive ion etching and chemically assisted ion beam etching. The total area of the
fabricated element is lOOj.tm x lOOjim. An SEM micrograph of the fabricated element is shown in
Fig. 5. The period of the binary phase diffractive grating (see Fig. 3) T is 10 .tm. The period of
HSFG A is O.3.tm and the fill factor of the HSFG F is 0.35. The measure first order diffraction
efficiency was over 40% with 275:1 PCR.
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3.4. Comparison of the three approaches
The two substrate BCGH is relatively complicated to fabricate. The relatively severe inter-pixel
crosstalk with this approach can be overcome by filled the gap between the two substrates with index
matching material. Low-index strong-birefringence material such as calcite and a-BBO crystal are
required for this approach, but they are deliquescent and thus require special handling during the
fabrication process. Other natural birefringent materials have large indices of refraction and an index
matching fluid cannot be found easily.

The two other approaches used to construct a BCGH element both yield high diffraction efficiencies
and large polarization contrast ratios. The FBCGH is more challenging to fabricate, but since the
substrate material and the fabrication methods are both compatible with semiconductor technology,
FBCGH elements are suitable for packaging optoelectronic devices and systems. The multiple order
delay hologram, on the other hand, is relatively easy to fabricate and may find many applications
including various optical disc readout head systems. With the advances in microfabrication
technologies, both approaches may eventually replace the two substrate approach and may be used in
many different applications.

4. APPLICATIONS
Multifunctional DOEs are useful in many photonic and optoelectronic applications. Below we
describe several specific demonstrated applications examples of such elements.

4.1 Packaging OE-VLSI chip
Increasing demand for data transmission and processing has spurred development of silicon VLSI
devices with parallel optoelectronic (OE) input and output (L'O).19 OE chips with photodetector
receivers and laser or optical modulator transmitters can support large-scale high-speed parallel
communication over short distances using free space optical interconnects. The optical signals are
routed to photodetectors and transmitted from the modulators or laser devices using arrays of DOEs
or micro-optics components. In general, these optical input and output signal paths are different,
which implies that the optics must provide dual functionality in implementing the communication
links. Since conventional DOE or micro-optics components do not have this dual functionality,
additional components such as polarization beam splitters are required to separate the input and the
output signals. The unique capability of BCGH elements enables more compact and reliable
packaging. The first integration of diffractive beam-forming optics with optoelectronic (I/O) devices
flip-chip bonded to CMOS VLSI electronics, and the first integration of a BCGH with any
optoelectronic device was reported5.

Input

Output

(a) (b)
Fig. 6 Packaging optical interconnects for OE-VLSI (a) conventional approach and (b) BCGH

approach.

Fig. 6(a) shows a conventional approach to package optical interconnects with OE VLSI, consisting
of a polarization beam splitter, combined with a quarter wave plate and two different conventional
DOEs for routing the optical signals. In addition, other bulk optics (not shown in the figure) may be
required for input collimation and output imaging. The BCGH package (Fig. 6b) combines the
functionality and replaces these three elements as well as removes the need for imaging optics
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because the free space propagation distances are signiticantly reduced. ihe principal advantage 01
this approach is that it replaces a distributed bulk optical system with a compact and rugged OE-VLSI
module that has beam forming optics permanently aligned to a chip mounted in a standard electronic
ceramic pin grid array (PGA) package. The resultant package is more compact, lighter, and can have
better mechanical and thermal stability. Fig. 7 shows a OE-VLSI chip packaged with a binary phase
level BCGH constructed using MOD approach. The OE-VLSI chip contained a 20x10 multiple
quantum well diode array flip-chip bonded on CMOS VLSI circuit. The packaged module showed
uniform modulator illumination and correct spot registration.

zro order A./4 plate

BCGH lenslet

•PGA package

OE-VLSl die

Fig. 7 Photograph of the packaged OE-VLSI module.

4.2 Packaging transparent optical MIN
The current trend in high performance computing systems is towards increasing both parallelism and
speed, relying on development of novel optical interconnections technology that can support the
necessary ultrahigh bandwidths. Based on power and speed considerations, optical links are
preferable to electronic wires for "long-distance" communications.20' 21 In addition to the
conventional DOEs that are useful in both all-optical and optoelectronic interconnection networks,
BCGH elements offer greater advantages such as simpler packaging configuration and faster routing
speed. A BCGH element that has dual impulse responses for the orthogonal linear polarizations can
serve naturally as a 1x2 switch when combined with a polarization modulator. Two BCGH and an

electrooptic polarization rotator can be used to construct a binary 2x2 optical switch. The 2x2 optical
switch is the building block of an optical multistage interconnection network (MIN). A three stage
optical MIN was demonstrated using BCGI-I elements and polarization rotators.22

Symmetry
polarization
rotator

0

0

FII0\
_/ I••',

,toi
•.0

—
II

Fig. 8 Dilated bypass-exchange switch.

A more recent attempt at constructing an optical MIN using BCGH elements utilized a folded'
optical MIN system that permits switching high-speed signals between multiple input and output
nodes. Optical routing is performed by dilated bypass-exchange switches (DBES) built of BCGHS
combined with electrically addressed ferroelectric liquid crystal device. This scalable system can
switch high bandwidth communication lines or permit memory access and multiprocessor
interconnections. A schematic of the DBES is illustrated in Fig. 8. Two ordinary polarized optical
signals are exchanged when they are transformed into extraordinary polarized light by the
polarization rotators. One such switch acts as a 2x2 interconnection network. By combining several
switches into layers, together with simple optics to create a desired interconnection pattern, a larger
network can be constructed. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the DBES is a symmetric switch. By
folding the switch along the symmetry line, with the use of a mirror, we can greatly reduce the
complexity of the system (see Fig. 9).

BCGH

ordinary
polarization
extraordinary
polarization
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Fig. 9. Folded MIN system layout: Each round trip (from left-side to left-side) completes a single
dilated bypass exchange switch. Three passes (as in the above system) allows for 8x8 interconnection.

Initial testing of a single dilated bypass exchange switch (i.e. 2x2 system) has shown signal-to-noise
ratios (SNR) of >20: 1 signal. The signal is generated by an acousto-optic (AO) cell. Since the system
is optically transparent, the measured SNR is constant (in the range up to 10 MHz) and does not
depend on the modulating data rate (in contrast to switches with electronic regeneration). Preliminary
experimental tests of the system shown in Fig. 9 give an SNR performance of better than 10:1.

4.3 Wavelength division demultiplexer
The wavelength selective CGH, described in section 2.2, was used to demonstrate a wavelength
division demultiplexing of 1.3lim and 1.55im signals using the setup shown in Fig. 10. The output
from two fiber-coupled diode lasers was combined into one single-mode fiber by a 2x2 fiber
coupler. The 1 .3.im laser was current modulated at 100Hz, and the I .55j.tm laser modulated at I kHz,
for an artificial data signal to distinguish their outputs. The single-mode fih':r output was imaged
through the wavelength selective CGH onto the detector plane where the 0th, at orders could he
measured. The oscilloscope trace at the left shows the input light, carrying both signals. The traces at
the center and at the right show the separated outputs at the same scale. The I .31.tm signal is
transmitted with negligible cross talk into the 0-th order, whereas the I .55pm light is deflected with
equal efficiency into the orders. The ratio of light at wavelength of l.3j.tm to that of l.511m in
the 1-st diffraction order is 30:1. The average energy efficiency, including reflections, is —75%.

—

INPUI E)aI n :1 & 1 55 pm ph ads, - 13 1,10,5., I 55 prl,

Fig. 10 Wavelength demultiplexing of 1.3 and l.55j.tm light signals.

Fig. 11 Image and Fourier Transform of the same object pertormed by a dual focal length BCGH
lens.

— *
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4.4 Image processing
By employing a dual focal length BCGH lens with a focal length ratio of two, we can achieve the two
important transforms, imaging and Fourier transform at the same plane without any physical
motion.23 The switching between the two transforms can be obtained by changing the input
polarizations (see Fig. 1 1).

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed three different approaches to construct diffractive optical elements with
multifunctionality in polarization or color. Design methods for these multifunctional DOEs are
described for the different approaches. Rigorous vector field modeling tools have been applied to
improve and verify the designs obtained with scalar theory. Microfabrication techniques employed
to fabricate these multifunctional DOEs are described. Experimental characterization of the various
fabricated multifunctional DOEs are reported. Various photonic and optoelectronic applications that
benefit from such multifunctional DOEs are described. These applications include packaging
optoelectronic devices and systems, transparent photonic multistage interconnection networks,
wavelength division demultiplexing, and image processing. These experimental demonstrations
prove that multifunctional DOEs in polarization or color are useful and frequently essential for
photonic and optoelectronic applications. Our future research is focused on further developing the
accurate vector-field design and modeling tools as well as microfabrication techniques to meet the
packaging needs of future photonic and optoelectronic devices and systems.
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